Let T be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism of the plane E 2 onto itself. Suppose that T has no fixed points, i.e., that on the sphere 5 2 = E 2 W{ <*> }, T has no fixed point other than oo. Then, by the Brouwer Translation Theorem [l], one can construct a Jordan curve TC.S 2 in such a manner that rP\7T= { °° }. If p is a preassigned point in E 2 , then T can be made so that p lies between T and IT.
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In the present note we state two new results (Lemma 1 and Theorem 1) about the homeomorphisms treated in Brouwer's theorem. The proofs, which depend to some extent upon Brouwer's techniques, will appear elsewhere. Having presented these results, we will apply them to the problem of embedding homeomorphisms in flows. Indeed, we obtain a natural characterization of those homeomorphisms of the plane which are equivalent to translations. LEMMA We turn now to the question of whether an arbitrary homeomorphism T can be embedded in some one-parameter group of homeomorphisms {T a \, -oo<a<co. Such a group is called a flow: T a (TPp) = T a+ Pp in general, and the point T a p is jointly continuous in the real number a and the point p. We restrict ourselves to the homeomorphisms described in Brouwer's theorem.
Our method will be to study certain subsets of E 2 that would have to be left invariant by a flow in which T were embedded. The following lemma, a direct consequence of Lemma 1, will enable us to define these subsets. }, -oo <# < co, be any sequence of sets. We say that the sequence diverges, written u E n ->*> as n->± oo," if, given any compact set A Q.E 2 , the intersection E n C\A is void for sufficiently large \n\.
LEMMA 2 (BROUWER
Our invariant subsets will be the equivalence classes from the following relation: if pÇîE 2 and q(EE 2 we say that p is co-divergent with q if p and q are endpoints of some curve segment A for which T n A-+ oo as n-» ± oo.
The assertion that co-divergence is a reflexive relation is precisely the assertion of Lemma 2. Symmetry and transitivity are easy to verify.
The "fundamental regions" of the homeomorphism T are just the equivalence classes of co-divergent points.
It is now easy to prove PROOF. Observe first that if {a n } is any sequence of real numbers, with |« n | ->oo as »->+ oo, then T an p-*cc as n-»± oo. To see this, let A be any compact set in E 2 . The set B = ILisaso T a A is also com-pact. Write m n =[a n ], the greatest integer contained in a n ; then T^pÇzA implies that T^pÇzB and hence can occur for at most finitely many n. By our observation, the curve Tp= {T^p: O^^l} satisfies the condition that T n Tp-*<*> as n-»± <». Hence, p is co-divergent with T&p for any pÇzE 2 , -°° <j3< °°, and we have proved Lemma 3.| By constructing homeomorphisms whose fundamental regions are badly behaved, one can obtain counterexamples to the conjecture that any homeomorphism satisfying the hypotheses of Brouwer can be embedded in a flow. On the other hand, Theorem 1 can be used to prove the following positive result: 
is just the isometry (x, y)->(x+l, y).
The first step in proving Theorem 2 is to show that T n A -»<*> as n->± co for any compact set A C.E 2 . It is here that one needs Theorem 1, together with the assumption that T has only one fundamental region. The next and last step is to apply a result of Sperner [2] to get the desired coordinate change U.
Detailed proofs of these results will appear elsewhere, along with other theorems about fundamental regions and the behavior of T within them.
